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(54)    MAIL RECEPTION NOTIFYING SYSTEM AND MAIL RECEPTION NOTIFYING METHOD 
(57) When the telephone number of digital portable telephone A is notified to reception notifying apparatus 3 (S101), the telephone number is stored (S102), and is forwarded to digital portable telephone B (S103). Next, when digital portable telephone B transmits a CALL 
SETUP signal and a sending number to digital portable telephone A (S104, S105), digital portable telephone A transmits a CALL PROC signal and an ALERT signal to 

FIG. 2 
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digital portable telephone B (S106 - S109). After that, information indicating that the busy line display is ON is forwarded to reception notifying apparatus 3 (S110), and the telephone number is deleted (Si 11). Further- more, reception notifying apparatus 3 transmits a voice 
guidance to digital portable telephone A (S114). 
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Description 
Technical Field 

The present invention relates to a mail reception notifying system and a mail reception notifying method which are suitable for providing notification by means of a voice to a user of the receipt of various types of mail, such as electronic mail (E-mail), voice mail or facsimile 
mail. 
Background Art 

In the BBS (Britain Board System) system, in which a user uses a personal computer with a modem, for 
example, the personal computer is connected as a ter- minal to a host computer through a telephone line, to form a network. Information is then exchanged via elec- tronic mail between users over the network. In this elec- 
tronic mail service, a file made off-line in advance is transmitted to the host computer along with the ID (iden- 
tification code) of the user who is to receive the file. The host computer then stores the file after associating it with the ID of the intended recipient. In order to read out the file subsequently, the recipient must access his per- sonal mailbox, and download the file stored in the host computer. However, in BBS. the host computer does not 
normally page the terminal (personal computer) of the user. Accordingly, the user must regularly access his personal mailbox to judge whether or not he has received any electronic mail. However, requiring the user to regularly access his mailbox is troublesome. Accordingly, there is available a reception notifying service which uses a radio calling apparatus, such as a pager. In a reception notifying service, when the host computer receives an electronic mail for a specific user, a reception message is dis- played on the character display device of the pager. However, the area in which a pager may be 
employed is limited to large cities such as Tokyo or Osaka in Japan. Thus, this type of electronic mail recep- tion notifying service is problematic in that it cannot be employed throughout the whole country. Further, the radio calling apparatus (i.e. pager) can be used for reception only, and cannot transmit a response to reception. Accordingly, this is problematic in that the sender cannot confirm with certainly that the mail he sent has been received by the recipient. In addition, while a radio calling apparatus (pager) displays the reception message using characters, it would be more convenient if the reception notifying message could be 
conveyed to the recipient by means of a voice Accordingly, a voice storing service is provided in mobile communications. In a voice storing service, when the line is busy or the call goes unanswered, a voice storage apparatus at a telephone answering center records and stores voice messages, which can subsequently be retrieved. In this service, when a 

mobile station is sending or receiving, the telephone answering center references whether or not a message 
is stored in the voice storage apparatus. If a new mes- sage is stored, a signal is provided once the telephone 

5 call is terminated which indicates the presence of a new message. However, in this procedure, message notifica- tion is carried out only upon completion of a communi- 
cation, i.e., only upon termination of a telephone call. Therefore, if the mobile station is not used to send or io receive a telephone call, the user is not notified of the presence of a new message. 
Disclosure of Invention 

is The present invention was developed in considera- 
tion of the above circumstances, and has as its objec- tive the provision of a mail reception notifying system and a mail reception notifying method wherein it is pos- sible to expand the area in which a mail reception noti- 

20 tying service can be employed, and to improve the utilization of the mail reception notifying service, and further, to provide notification of mail reception with cer- 
tainty. In this invention, a mail reception notifying system 25 which consists of a mail communication processing 
apparatus for managing reception of mail, and a recep- tion notifying apparatus for controlling communication 
apparatus on the host side which is capable of commu- nicating with a portable telephone on the user side 30  through a mobile communication network; wherein, 

said mail communication processing apparatus 
consists of: 

35 a storage means for storing a combination of a 
mail ID and a telephone number corresponding to said mail ID; a telephone number searching means for searching the telephone number corresponding to the reception by referring to 

40 the stored contents of said storage means when the reception of said mail is detected:, and a notifying means for notifying said recep- tion notifying apparatus of the telephone number which is searched by said telephone 45 number searching means and the reception of 
said mail; said reception notifying apparatus consists of: a control means for controlling the communica- tion apparatus of said host side to transmit the so telephone number of said host side, and call • the portable telephone of said user side based 
on the telephone number from said notifying means; a call detecting means for detecting that a call has come into existence between the 55 portable telephone of the user side and the communication apparatus of said host side; and an output means for outputting a voice guidance which guides the reception of said 
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EP 0 838 934 A1 4 
mail to the portable telephone of said user side through the communication apparatus of said 
host side when said call detecting means detects that a call has come into existence. 

Furthermore, a mail reception notifying system, wherein said reception notifying apparatus consists of a storage means which stores said telephone number that is notified from said mail communication processing apparatus, and a deleting means which deletes said tel- ephone number that is stored in said storage means after recognizing that the portable telephone of said user side displayed the telephone number of said host 
side. Furthermore, a mail reception notifying system, 
wherein said reception notifying apparatus consists of a reception refusal detecting means which detects that the portable telephone of said user side refused recep- tion, and said control means controls to suspend the output of said voice guidance when said reception refusal detecting means detects that reception is 
refused. Furthermore, a mail reception notifying system, wherein said reception notifying apparatus consists of a busy line detecting means which detects that the porta- 
ble telephone on said user side is busy. Furthermore, a mail reception notifying system 
according to at least one of claims 1. 2,3 or 4, wherein 

said mobile communication network consists of: 
a first judgment means for judging whether the portable telephone of said user can communi- 
cate or not; a second judgment means for judging whether 
the portable telephone of said user corre- sponds to a specific portable telephone by detecting a call from the communication appa- ratus of said host side; a voice storage means tor storing said voice guidance which is transmitted from the commu- nication apparatus of said host side, in the case where said first judging means judges that the portable telephone of said user side cannot communicate, and the portable telephone of 
said user side corresponds to a specific porta- ble telephone; 

said reception notifying apparatus consists of; 
a judgment result detecting means for detect- 
ing that the portable telephone of said user side cannot communicate, and that a judgment was made that the portable telephone of said user side does not correspond to said specific -w*... portable telephone; wherein said control means carries out recall- ing to the portable telephone of said user side 

based on the telephone number from said noti- fying means when said judgment result detect- ing means detects that the portable telephone of said user side cannot communicate and a 
5 judgment has been made that the portable tel- ephone of said user side does not correspond to said specific portable telephone, and con- 

trols the communication apparatus of said host side to retransmit the telephone number of said 
10 host side. 

In addition, in this invention, a mail reception notify- ing system which consists of a mail communication processing apparatus which manages reception of mail, 75 and a reception notifying apparatus which controls the 
. communication apparatus on a host side that can com- municate with a portable telephone of the user side through a mobile communication network, wherein 

so       said mail communication processing apparatus 
consists of: 

a storage means for storing a combination of a mail ID and a telephone number corresponding 
25 to the mail ID; a generating means for generating reception information which indicates the reception con- 

dition of mail corresponding to a telephone number when said telephone number is noti- 30 fied from said reception notifying apparatus; 
and a notifying means for notifying said reception information to said reception notifying appara- 
tus; 35 

said reception notifying apparatus consists of: 
a notifying means for notifying said mail com- munication processing apparatus of the tele- 

40 phone number of the portable telephone of said user side when the portable telephone of said user side notifies said telephone number thereof; a call detecting means for detecting that a call 
45 comes into existence between the portable tel- ephone of the user side and the communica- tion apparatus of said host side; and an output means for outputting voice guidance which guides the reception of said mail based so on said reception information to the portable telephone of said user side through the com- 

munication apparatus of said host side when said call detecting means detects that a call has come into existence. 55 Furthermore, in this invention, a mail reception noti- fying method which notifies a portable telephone on the user side of reception of a mail from a communication 
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5 EP 0 838 934 A1 6 
apparatus on the host side through a mobile communi- cation network, wherein the procedure of said mail 
reception notifying method consists of: 

afirst step for storing a combination of a mail ID and a telephone number corresponding to the mail ID; a second step for searching a telephone number corresponding to a reception with reference to said stored contents in said first step when said recep- 
tion of said mail is detected; a third step for calling based on said telephone number to the portable telephone of said user side, and for controlling the communication apparatus of said host side to transmit a telephone number of 
said host side; a forth step for detecting that a call comes into exist- ence between the portable telephone of the user side and the communication apparatus of said host 
side; and a fifth step for outputting a voice guidance which guides the reception of said mail from the commu- nication apparatus of said host side to the portable telephone of said user side when the call comes 
into existence. 

Brief Description of Drawings 
Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the structure of a mail reception notifying system of an embodiment in this invention. Fig. 2 is a sequence diagram showing a general 

reception notifying sequence in the embodiment. Fig. 3 is a sequence diagram showing a reception 
notifying sequence when the device has been set to reject a given reception in the embodiment. Fig. 4 is a sequence diagram showing a reception notifying sequence when the line is busy at the receiv- ing end in the embodiment. Fig. 5 is a sequence diagram showing the reception 
notifying sequence in the case where a telephone answering service is employed when the recipient is out 
of the service area in the embodiment. Fig. 6 is a sequence diagram showing a reception notifying sequence in the case where a telephone answering service is not employed when the recipient is out of the service area in the embodiment. Fig. 7 is a sequence diagram showing a reception notifying sequence in the case where a call back serv- ice is employed in the embodiment. 
Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention 

The best mode for carrying out the present inven- tion will now be described with reference to the figures. 
1. STRUCTURE OF EMBODIMENT 

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the structure of a 

mail reception notifying system of an embodiment in this 
invention. In Fig. 1, A is a digital portable telephone on the user's side, and B is a digital portable telephone on the host side. Digital portable telephones A, B are con- 5 nected to digital mobile telephone network C. Reception notification of various mails, such as electronic mail, voice mail or facsimile mail, is carried out between dig- 
ital portable telephones A, B through digital mobile tele- phone network C. Digital portable telephones A, B to consist of respective display devices which display pre- determined characters and symbols. 

Digital mobile communication network (communi- cation network) C consists of a switching apparatus which manages transmission information, such as on- 
15 line display information, out-of-service-area display 

information, and the like. The on-line display information indicates whether or not the digital portable telephone of a subscriber is in use, while the out-of-service-area display information indicates that the digital portable tel- 
so ephone of a subscriber is outside the service area, or is turned off so that communication is not possible. The switching apparatus is connected to each base station, and the transmission information is exchanged between each base station through the switching apparatus Fur- 25 thermore, digital mobile communication network C con- 

sists of a storage apparatus which stores voice messages. When the digital portable telephone of the 
subscriber is in use, or cannot communicate, then a voice message is stored in the storage apparatus. 3D Furthermore, reference number 1A is an electronic mail network. A plurality of computers is connected to electronic mail network 1A through a modem or a leased line. Reference number 2 is a mail system com- munication processing apparatus (mail communication 35 processing apparatus) which consists of a host compu- ter, and is connected to electronic mail network 1 A, pub- lic telephone network 1B and a digital mobile communication network. This mail system communica- tion processing apparatus 2 consists of a large capacity 

*o storage apparatus, in which the mailbox of a registered user is formed. The mailbox is separated by mail type, i.e., electronic mail, voice mail or facsimile mail. For example, a file sent by electronic mail is transmitted to the mailbox by uploading, and then received from the 45 mailbox by downloading. In addition, the voice mail and the facsimile mail are also stored in the storage appara- tus. The telephone number of a service user's digital portable telephone is stored in the aforementioned stor- 50 age apparatus in association with the user's mail ID, and. notification of mail reception is provided to this tele- 
phone number. Therefore, when one of the various types of mail occurs, the telephone number of the user who is to receive a reception notice can be determined 55 based on the mail ID which is associated with the received message Furthermore, reference number 3 is a reception notifying apparatus which is connected to mail system 
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7 EP 0 838 934 A1 8 
communication processing apparatus 2 and digital port- 
able telephone B. Reception notifying apparatus con- sists of serial l/F 30, CPU 31, storage device 32, voice synthesizing device 33 and digital portable l/F 34. CPU (control means and delete means) 31 controls each device of reception notifying apparatus 3. Serial l/F 30 exchanges data in RS-232C format between mail sys- 
tem communication processing apparatus 2 and recep- tion notifying apparatus 3. Storage apparatus (storage means) 32 consists of a hard disk or RAM (Random Access Memory) and so on, and stores telephone num- bers which are transferred from mail system communi- cation processing apparatus 2. A telephone number stored in storage apparatus 32 is deleted at a predeter- mined timing under the control of CPU 31. Voice synthe- sizing apparatus (voice guidance generating means) 33 generates voice guidance information for notifying the user of reception status by voice under the control of CPU 31 Furthermore, digital portable telephone l/F 34 
exchanges data between digital portable telephone B. 

Herein, if the reception of an electronic mail occurs for the user of digital portable telephone A, then mail system communication processing apparatus 2 detects the reception of the electronic mail, and notifies recep- tion notifying apparatus 3 that an electronic mail has been received. After that, the reception notification is transmitted from reception notifying apparatus 3 to dig- 
ital portable telephone B. and is transmitted from digital portable telephone B to digital portable telephone A. 
2. OPERATION OF EMBODIMENT 

Next, an explanation will be made of the operation 
of this embodiment with reference to Fig. 2 - Fig. 7. In this embodiment, a file is transferred to mail system communication processing apparatus 2 through elec- tronic mail network 1A, and an electronic mail is gener- ated in the mailbox for the user of digital portable telephone A. Please note that here the telephone 
number of digital portable telephone A is [01234568], and the telephone number of digital portable telephone B is [01234567]. 
2-1. ORDINARY RECEPTION INFORMING SEQUENCE 

First, an explanation will be made of the ordinary reception notifying sequence in the embodiment with reference to Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, when reception of an elec- tronic mail occurs in mail system communication processing apparatus 2, mail system communication 
processing apparatus 2 reads out from the storage apparatus the telephone number which corresponds to the received message based on the ID on the electronic mail, and provides the telephone number to reception notifying apparatus 3 (step S101). In this embodiment, the e-mail message is received in the mailbox of the user of digital portable telephone A, so that the tele- 

phone number [0301234568] thereof is transmitted to 
reception notifying apparatus 3. 

Having received the telephone number of digital portable telephone A, reception notifying apparatus 3 5 stores the telephone number [0301234568] in storage apparatus 32 (step S102), and transmits the telephone number [0301234568] to digital portable telephone B (step S103). The reason that the telephone number is stored in this way is so that reception notifying appara- 
10 tus 3 can carry out re-calling in the case where digital portable telephone A is busy (i.e., engaged) or cannot 

communicate. Next, digital portable telephone B carries out calling control, and transmits a CALL SETUP signal and its tel- 15   ephone number, i.e. the sending number, to digital port- 
.  able telephone A via digital mobile communication network C (steps S104, S105). The CALL SETUP sig- nal is a signal indicating calling. The sending number in this case is the telephone number 031234567 of digital 

so   portable telephone B. Having received the CALL SETUP signal, digital portable telephone A carries out reception control, and transmits a CALL PROC signal to digital portable tele- phone B via digital mobile communication network C 
25 (steps S106, S107). The CALL PROC signal indicates that the CALL SETUP signal is received. Based on the sending number from digital portable telephone B, dig- 

ital portable telephone A displays "RECEPTION FROM 0301234567" on the display device thereof. The user 30 already knows that "0301234567" is the telephone number on the host side, and therefore is able to know whether any mail has been received in his mailbox. Please note that in this case, digital portable telephone A is not in an off-hook state, i.e., the handset is not 
35 picked up. Therefore, it is possible for the user to know that electronic mail has been received prior to establish- ing a call between digital portable telephones A and B. Subsequently, digital portable telephone A trans- mits an ALERT signal to digital portable telephone B via 
40 digital mobile communication network C (steps SI08, S109). This ALERT signal indicates that a call is being made to the user of digital portable telephone A. Having received the ALERT signal, digital portable telephone B notifies reception notifying apparatus 3 that the on-line 
45   display information is ON (step S110). In this way, when the telephone number of digital portable telephone B is displayed on digital portable tel- ephone A, and confirmation is made that calling is being carried out to the user of digital portable telephone A, so reception notifying apparatus 3 deletes the telephone number [0301234568] which is stored in storage appa- 

ratus 32 of digital portable telephone B (step Sill) Therefore, unnecessary telephone numbers are deleted, and storage space is provided for storing new 5s  telephone numbers in storage apparatus 32. Next, when the user of digital portable telephone A responds to the call and places digital portable tele- phone A in an off-hook state, the CONN signal showing 
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EP 0 838 934 A1 10 
the directive to establish a line connection is transmitted 
to digital portable telephone B via digital mobile commu- nication network C (steps Si 12, S113). Consequently, the line (or channel) is connected. Reception notifying apparatus 3 generates voice guidance by controlling voice synthesizing apparatus 33, and transmits the voice guidance to digital portable telephone A through 
digital portable telephone B and digital mobile commu- nication network C after the telephone number is deleted (step S114). In this way, the generation of voice guidance is triggered by the ALERT signal. Please note that when the sending number is displayed on the dis- play device of digital portable telephone A, the user of digital portable telephone A carries out communication by taking digital portable telephone A off-hook. As a result, it may be regarded that calling is established by detection of the ALERT signal. On the other hand, if calling is not established because reception is refused, then transmission of voice guidance is suspended 
according to the reception notifying sequence for recep- tion refusal, which will be described below. 

The content of voice guidance indicates the type of received mail and the number of mail messages. In this embodiment, if one electronic mail is stored in the mail- box for the user of digital portable telephone A, a voice stating "you have one e-mail" is transmitted. Similarly, in the case where the user has received one electronic 
mail, two voice mails and one facsimile mail, as shown in Fig.2, then a voice stating "you have one e-mail, two voice mails, and a facsimile mail" is transmitted. In this way, the user of digital portable telephone A can know the type and the number of received mail messages from voice guidance. Next, when voice guidance transmission is com- pleted, reception notifying apparatus 3 transmits a com- munication finishing request to digital portable telephone B (step S115). Digital portable telephone B receives the communication finishing request, and transmits a DISC signal indicating line disconnection to digital portable telephone A via digital mobile communi- cation network C (steps S116, S117). Accordingly, this terminates the reception notifying sequence. In this way, by means of this embodiment, it is pos- sible to provide notification of mail reception by display- ing the host's telephone number on digital portable telephone A. In addition, voice guidance can be used to provide details of the reception, such as the type and number of messages received. 
2-2. RECEPTION NOTIFYING SEQUENCE FOR RECEPTION REFUSAL 

In the system of digital portable telephones, there are some digital portable telephones which have a func- tion known as "reception refusal". In reception refusal, in the case of a call from a specific telephone number, the line is disconnected before the call can be estab- lished. In this embodiment, digital portable telephone A 

is set to refuse reception from the telephone number of digital portable telephone B. An explanation will now be made of the reception notifying sequence in this case with reference to Fig. 3. Please note that in Fig. 3, the 
5 sequence in steps S201 - S211, i.e., from reception to deletion of the telephone number of digital portable tel- ephone A in reception notifying apparatus 3, is the 

same as that in steps S101 - Si 11 (refer to Fig. 2) in the ordinary reception notifying sequence. Accordingly, an 
70   explanation thereof is omitted. 

In this embodiment, the telephone number [301234567] of digital portable telephone B is pre-regis- tered as a telephone number from which to refuse calls. Accordingly, digital portable telephone A transmits an 
15 ALERT signal, and then transmits a DISC signal to dig- 

ital portable telephone B via digital mobile communica- tion network C (steps S212, S213). As a result, communication is terminated. When digital portable tel- ephone B detects DISC signal, it informs reception notj- 
20 tying apparatus 3 that that the on-line display information is "OFF" (step S214), and then informs reception notifying apparatus 3 that reception is refused. When reception notifying apparatus 3 detects 

the information that on-line display information is "OFF", 
25 CPU 31 controls the various compositional elements to suspend voice guidance. Consequently, voice synthe- sizing apparatus 33 does not generate voice guidance. According to this embodiment, even if the device is set to refuse reception from a given telephone number, 
30 it is still possible for the user to know that incoming mail has occurred. Furthermore, if a call back service is used, then the user can know the details of the recep- tion status. Further, since voice guidance is suspended in this embodiment when reception is refused, there is 35  no unnecessary processing carried out. 

2-3. LINE-BUSY RECEPTION NOTIFYING SEQUENCE 
40 Next, an explanation will be made with reference to Fig.4 of the reception notifying sequence when digital portable telephone A is engaged. Please note that the sequence in Fig. 4 from reception in mail system com- munication processing apparatus 2 to transmission of 45 the CALL SETUP signal in digital portable telephone B (steps S301 - S304) is the same as steps S101 - S104 (see Fig. 2) in the ordinary reception notifying sequence. Accordingly, an explanation of steps (S301 - S304) will be omitted here. so When digital mobile communication network C receives a CALL SETUP signal from digital portable tel- 

ephone B (step S304), digital mobile communication network C detects that digital portable telephone A is engaged. In this case, digital portable telephone A can- 55 not communicate, therefore digital mobile communica- tion network C itself transmits a CALL PROC signal to digital portable telephone B (step S305). Digital mobile communication network C successively transmits a 
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DISC signal and the information that the line is busy to 
digital portable telephone B (step S306). Having received notice that digital portable telephone A is engaged, digital portable telephone B transmits a busy tone to reception notifying apparatus 3 (step S307). Next, reception notifying apparatus 3 detects the busy tone, and stores the telephone number in storage appa- 
ratus 32 of digital portable telephone B. Subsequently, reception notifying apparatus 3 carries out a recalling operation at fixed intervals (step S308). Additionally, it is also acceptable to terminate the recalling operation 
after a predetermined number of tries. 

In this embodiment, a reply to the ALERT signal, which indicates that the telephone number of digital portable telephone A is displayed on digital portable tel- ephone B, as shown in Fig. 2, is not supplied (refer to steps S108, S109). As a result, the telephone number of digital portable telephone A is not deleted in reception notifying apparatus 3, and the calling operation is car- ried out again (step S308). When a reply to the ALERT signal is supplied to digital portable telephone B from digital mobile communication network C, the procedure goes to step S111 shown in Fig. 2, and the procedures from step S112 to step S118 are carried out In this way, in this embodiment, even if the digital portable telephone to be received a reception notifica- tion is busy, the recalling operation is carried out repeat- 
edly so that the reception notification is transmitted with certainty. 
2-4. RECEPTION NOTIFYING SEQUENCE WHEN RECIPIENT IS OUTSIDE SERVICE AREA AND TELE- PHONE ANSWERING SERVICE IS EMPLOYED 

In digital mobile communication network C, commu- nication is not possible with a user who is outside the service area, or who has switched off the power on his digital portable telephone. For this reason, a storage apparatus is provided in digital mobile communication network C, so that a voice or data from the sending side can be temporarily stored therein. A telephone answer- ing service is thereby provided by transmitting the voice or data stored in the storage apparatus from digital mobile communication network C to the intended recip- ient. In this embodiment, the telephone answering serv- ice is provided for digital portable telephone A which is outside the service area, or has been turned off. That is, the telephone number of digital portable telephone A is registered in the storage apparatus of the switching apparatus in digital mobile communication network C as 
the number for which the telephone answering service is being carried out. An explanation will now be made of the reception notifying sequence in this case with refer- ence given to Fig. 5. Please note, however, that the sequence in Fig. 5 from reception in mail system com- munication processing apparatus 2 to the transmission 
of the CALL SETUP signal in digital portable telephone 

B (step S401 - S404), is the same as steps S101 - S104 (see Fig. 2) of the ordinary reception notifying sequence, so that an explanation of thereof will be omit- 
ted here. 

5 When digital mobile communication network C receives a CALL SETUP signal from digital portable tel- ephone B (step S404), digital mobile communication network C judges whether or not digital portable tele- phone A is outside the service area, or is in an OFF 
10 state, i.e., its power is off. In this example, digital mobile communication network C judges that digital portable 

telephone A is outside the service area, or is turned OFF (step S405). Once the results of this judgment are obtained, digital mobile communication network C is transmits a CALL PROC signal to digital portable tele- 
phone B (step S406). Next, digital mobile communications network C judges whether or not the telephone number of digital portable telephone A has been registered as a tele- 

20 phone number for which a telephone answering service is to be provided, in the storage apparatus of the switch- ing apparatus in digital mobile communications network C. In this example, the telephone number of digital port- able telephone A is found to be stored in the switching 
25 apparatus. Upon obtaining this result, digital mobile communications network C transmits a PROG signal, indicating the telephone answering service is employed, 

to digital portable telephone B (step S407). Since this means that a message may be stored in the telephone 30 answering service, digital portable telephone B trans- mits a notice that the communications display informa- tion is ON to reception notifying apparatus 3 (step S408). Having received this notice, reception notifying apparatus 3 deletes the telephone number [031234568] 35 of digital portable telephone A from storage apparatus 32 (step S409). After that, a CONN signal is transmitted from digital mobile communication network C to digital portable tel- ephone B. When the line is connected (step S410), the 
40 telephone answering service center in digital mobile communication network C replies (step S411). Recep- tion notifying apparatus 3 deletes the telephone number of digital portable telephone A from storage apparatus 32, and transmits the voice guidance to the telephone 45 answering service center (step S412). Consequently, the voice guidance is stored in the storage apparatus which is provided in the telephone answering service center. 

When the transmission of voice guidance is fin- so ished, reception notifying apparatus 3 transmits infor- mation indicating that transmission is finished to digital 
portable telephone B (step S413). Having received this information, digital portable telephone B transmits a DISC signal to digital mobile communication network C, 55 terminating communication as a result (step S414). After that,' when sending or receiving is carried out between digital portable telephone A and digital mobile communication network C, a signal indicating that there 
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is a message (for example, a signal for displaying "You 
have a new message 0301234567") is transmitted from digital mobile communication network C to digital porta- ble telephone B once communication is completed. 

In this way, in this embodiment, even if mail is 5 received when a digital portable telephone is outside the service area, or is turned off, it is possible for the user to know later that mail has been received. Further- more, if a call back service is used, the user can know the detail of the reception status. 10 
2-5. RECEPTION NOTIFYING SEQUENCE WHEN RECIPIENT IS OUTSIDE SERVICE AREA AND NO TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICE IS EMPLOYED 15 

In this embodiment, digital portable telephone A which is the intended recipient is outside the service area, or is turned off, and no telephone answering serv- ice is employed. That is, the telephone number of digital portable telephone A is not registered in the storage so apparatus in digital mobile communication network C as a telephone number for which a telephone answering service is to be provided. An explanation will now be made of the reception notifying sequence in this case with reference given to Fig. 6. Please note, however, 25 
that the sequence in Fig. 6 from reception in mail sys- tem communication processing apparatus 2 to the transmission of a CALL PROC signal by digital mobile communication network C (steps S501 - S506) is the same as steps S401 - S406 (see Fig. 5) of the reception 30 notifying sequence in the case where a telephone answering service is employed. Accordingly, an expla- nation thereof will be omitted. Digital mobile communication network C transmits a CALL PROC signal (step S506), and then judges 35 whether or not the telephone number of digital portable telephone A is registered in the storage apparatus of the switching apparatus on digital mobile communication network C as a telephone number for which an answer- 
ing service is to be provided. In this example, a judg- 40 ment is made that the telephone number is not registered. Once this result is obtained, digital mobile communication network C transmits a DISC signal and the information indicating that there is no response from the receiving user to digital portable telephone B (step 45 S507). After that, information indicating that there is no response from the receiving user is transferred from digital portable telephone B to reception notifying appa- ratus 3. Reception notifying apparatus 3 detects the information indicating that there is no response, stores so the telephone number in storage apparatus 32 of digital portable telephone B, and carries out a recalling opera- tion affixed interval (step S508). 

In this embodiment, as the same manner as in the preceding reception notifying service when a line is 55 busy, there is no reply, provided to the ALERT signal which indicates that the telephone number of digital portable telephone A is displayed on digital portable tel- 

ephone B (see steps S108, Si 09), as shown in Fig. 2. 
As a result, the telephone number of digital portable tel- ephone A is not deleted in reception notifying apparatus 3, and the calling operation is carried out again. When a reply to the ALERT signal is supplied to digital portable telephone B from digital mobile communication network C, the procedure goes to step S111 shown in Fig. 2, and 
the procedures from step Si 12 to step Si 18 are carried out. 

In this way, in this embodiment, even if a telephone answering service is not employed, and the digital port- able telephone cannot communicate, it is possible for the user to know that a reception occurred because the recalling operation is carried out at fixed intervals. Fur- thermore, if a call back service is employed, then the 
user can know the details of the reception status. 
2-7. RECEPTION NOTIFYING SEQUENCE WHEN A CALL BACK SERVICE IS EMPLOYED 

In the preceding explanations, when reception occurs in mail system communication processing appa- ratus 2, the host side notifies digital portable telephone A In contrast, this embodiment concerns reception noti- fication in the case where digital portable telephone A makes an inquiry to the host side about the presence of a reception. An explanation will now be made of the 
reception notifying sequence in this case with reference to Fig. 7. First of all, digital portable telephone A carries out calling control, and transmits a CALL SETUP signal and information which indicates the sending number and that display is possible (displayable) to digital portable 
telephone B via digital mobile communication network C (steps S601, S602). Digital portable telephone B then 
transmits the reception notice and the telephone number [031234568] of digital portable telephone A to mail system communication processing apparatus 2 through reception notifying apparatus 3 (steps S603, S604). Next, when mail system communication processing apparatus 2 detects the reception notice and the tele- phone number [031234568] of digital portable tele- phone A (step S604), mail system communication processing apparatus 2 accesses the mailbox corre- sponding to telephone number [031234568], and detects the reception condition of the mail. It then trans- mits the mail reception information which indicates the reception condition of the mail (step S605). On the other hand, digital portable telephone B receives a CALL SETUP signal, and then transmits a 
CALL PROC signal to digital portable telephone A through digital mobile communication network C (steps S606, S607). Furthermore, digital portable telephone B transmits an ALERT signal to digital portable telephone A through digital mobile communication network C (steps S608, S609), and then transmits the information indicating that the on-line displaying information is "ON" 
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to reception notifying apparatus 3 (step S610). When reception notifying apparatus 3 detects this information, it transmits a notice indicating "OFF-HOOK" to digital portable communications telephone B (step S611). Next, when digital portable telephone B which receives the information transmits CONN signal to digital porta- ble telephone A through digital mobile communication 
network C (steps S612, S613), the line (or the channel) is connected between digital portable telephones A and B. 

Next, reception notifying apparatus 3 generates the voice guidance based on the mail reception information of step S605, and transmits the voice guidance to digital portable telephone A through digital portable telephone B and digital mobile communication network C (step S614). When the voice guidance is finished, a DISC sig- nal is transmitted from digital portable telephone A to digital portable telephone B through digital mobile com- munication network C, thereby finishing the communi- cation (steps S615, S616). After that, digital portable telephone B transmits the on-line displaying information "OFF" to reception notifying apparatus 3. In this way, in this embodiment, it is possible to transmit a detailed e-mail reception status by voice, upon request of the user. As a result, it is possible for the user to find out details of the reception by voice once he has been notified that a message was received while 
his line was busy or unable to communicate. 
3. MODIFICATION 

This invention is not limited to the above-mentioned embodiments, but rather various modifications are pos- sible as follows, for example. 
(1) In the above-mentioned embodiments, voice guidance is generated for indicating how many mails has been received in the mailbox. However, the present invention is not limited to a voice guid- 
ance of these contents only. Rather, the voice guid- ance may indicate a reasonable combination of factors such as the number of mail items, the sender, the transmission time, and so on. That is the voice guidance may provide information about mail reception. 
(2) In the above-mentioned embodiment, the voice synthesizing apparatus may be a play back appara- tus that plays back a magnetic tape. That is, the voice synthesizing apparatus may be an apparatus which can generate voice guidance. 
(3) In the above-mentioned embodiment, the sus- pension of voice guidance in the reception refusal service is carried out by detecting information which indicates .that the on-line display information is OFF, in reception notifying apparatus 3. However, the suspension of the voice guidance may be car- 

ried out by detecting information which indicates 
reception refusal in reception notifying apparatus 3. Furthermore, in the case where the suspension of the voice guidance is carried out by detecting infor- 

5 mation which indicates that the on-line display infor- mation is OFF, the information indicating reception 
refusal may be omitted. 
(4) In the preceding embodiments, digital portable 

io       telephone A on the host side is fixed in place, so that it may be an ordinary telephone. That is, digital portable telephone A may be a communication apparatus which can communicate to digital porta- ble telephone B through digital mobile communica- 15 tion network C. Furthermore, digital portable 
telephone A may be built into a reception notifying apparatus. 
(5) In the above-mentioned embodiments, mail sys- 20       tern communication processing apparatus 2 was explained using the case where the telephone number corresponding to the reception is output- ted. However, it is also acceptable for the telephone number to be detected in reception notifying appa- 

25 ratus 3 by providing a storage means in reception notifying apparatus 3 which stores a combination of the mail ID outputted from mail system communica- 
tion processing apparatus 2 and the telephone number corresponding to the mail ID. 

4. EFFECT OF THIS INVENTION 
As mentioned above, according to this invention, it 

is possible to expand the applied area of the electronic 35 mail reception notifying service nationwide by using the 
existing facilities. Furthermore, it is possible to provide notification of mail reception status by voice. Further- more, it is possible to prevent wasteful use of the facili- ties because voice guidance is suspended when the 

40 reception refusal has been set in the portable telephone on the user's side. Moreover, it is possible to provide notification of reception information with assurance by calling again in the case where a portable telephone is busy or cannot communicate. Furthermore, it is possi- 45 We to provide notification of reception information upon inquiry from the user side. 
Claims 

so 1. A mail reception notifying system which consists of • a mail communication processing apparatus for 
managing reception of mail, and a reception notify- ing apparatus for controlling communication appa- ratus on the host side which is capable of 55 communicating with a portable telephone on the user sidethrough a mobile communication network; wherein, 
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said mail communication processing apparatus 
consists of: 

a storage means for storing a combination of a mail ID and a telephone number corre- s sponding to said mail ID; a telephone number searching means for searching the telephone number corre- sponding to the reception by referring to the stored contents of said storage means w when the reception of said mail is detected; and a notifying means for notifying said recep- tion notifying apparatus of the telephone number which is searched by said tele- is 
phone number searching means and the reception of said mail; 

said reception notifying apparatus consists of: 
a control means for controlling the commu- nication apparatus of said host side to transmit the telephone number of said host 
side, and call the portable telephone of said user side based on the telephone 25 number from said notifying means; a call detecting means for detecting that a 
call has come into existence between the portable telephone of the user side and the communication apparatus of said host 30 side; and an output means for oulputting a voice guidance which guides the reception of said mail to the portable telephone of said user side through the communication 35 
apparatus of said host side when said call detecting means detects that a call has come into existence. 

A mail reception notifying system according to w claim 1, wherein said reception notifying apparatus consists of a storage means which stores said tele- phone number that is notified from said mail com- munication processing apparatus, and a deleting means which deletes said telephone number that is 45 stored in said storage means after recognizing that the portable telephone of said user side displayed the telephone number of said host side. 
A mail reception notifying system according to at so least one of claims 1 or 2, wherein said reception 
notifying apparatus consists of a reception refusal detecting means which detects that the portable tel- ephone of said user side refused reception, and said control means controls to suspend the output 55 of said voice guidance when said reception refusal detecting means detects that reception is refused. 

4. A mail reception notifying system according to at 
least one of claims 1, 2 or 3, wherein said reception notifying apparatus consists of a busy line detecting 
means which detects that the portable telephone on said user side is busy. 

5. A mail reception notifying system according to at least one of claims 1, 2, 3 or 4, wherein said mobile communication network consists of: 
a first judgment means for judging whether the portable telephone of said user can communi- cate or not; a second judgment means for judging whether the portable telephone of said user corre- 
sponds to a specific portable telephone by detecting a call from the communication appa- ratus of said host side; a voice storage means for storing said voice guidance which is transmitted from the commu- nication apparatus of said host side, in the case where said first judging means judges that the portable telephone of said user side cannot communicate, and the portable telephone of said user side corresponds to a specific porta- ble telephone; said reception notifying apparatus consists of; 
a judgment result detecting means for detect- ing that the portable telephone of said user side cannot communicate, and that a judgment was made that the portable telephone of said user side does not correspond to said specific portable telephone; wherein said control means carries out recall- ing to the portable telephone of said user side based on the telephone number from said noti- fying means when said judgment result detect- ing means detects that the portable telephone of said user side cannot communicate and a 
judgment has been made that the portable tel- ephone of said user side does not correspond to said specific portable telephone, and con- trols the communication apparatus of said host side to retransmit the telephone number of said host side. 

6. A mail reception notifying system which consists of a mail communication processing apparatus which manages reception of mail, and a reception notify- ing apparatus which controls the communication, apparatus on a host side that can communicate with a portable telephone of the user side through a mobile communication network, wherein said mail communication processing apparatus consists of: 
a storage means for storing a combination of a mail ID and a telephone number corresponding to the mail ID; 
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a generating means for generating reception 
information which indicates the reception con- dition of mail corresponding to a telephone number when said telephone number is noti- fied from said reception notifying apparatus; 5 
and 
a notifying means for notifying said reception information to said reception notifying appara- 
tus; said reception notifying apparatus consists of: 10 a notifying means for notifying said mail com- munication processing apparatus of the tele- phone number of the portable telephone of said user side when the portable telephone of said user side notifies said telephone number 15 
thereof; a call detecting means for detecting that a call comes into existence between the portable tel- ephone of the user side and the communica- tion apparatus of said host side; and so an output means for outputting voice guidance which guides the reception of said mail based on said reception information to the portable 
telephone of said user side through the com- munication apparatus of said host side when 25 
said call detecting means detects that a call has come into existence. 

7. A mail reception notifying method which notifies a portable telephone on the user side of reception of 30 a mail from a communication apparatus on the host side through a mobile communication network, wherein the procedure of said mail reception notify- ing method consists of: 35 
a first step for storing a combination of a mail ID and a telephone number corresponding to the mail ID; a second step for searching a telephone number corresponding to a reception with ret- 40 
erence to said stored contents in said first step when said reception of said mail is detected; a third step for calling based on said telephone number to the portable telephone of said user side, and for controlling the communication 45 
apparatus of said host side to transmit a tele- phone number of said host side; a forth step for detecting that a call comes into existence between the portable telephone of the user side and the communication appara- 50 tus of said host side; and 
a fifth step for outputting a voice guidance which guides the reception of said mail from the communication apparatus of said host side to the portable telephone of said user side 55 when the call comes into existence. 
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